EANES: Research Skills Training
2018-2019

- Each Research Skill has a separate Task Sheet or Power Point Presentation which can be found under the Training tab of the EANES LibGuides

- Please complete the CORE tasks; select the OPTIONAL EXTRA and SUBJECT-SPECIFIC eresources according to your area of focus

CORE
1. SOLO  
   Oxford’s online catalogue: books, journals, etc. at Oxford
2. E-journals  
   Journals available online at Oxford
3. Citations/Reference management  
   Manage footnotes and bibliographies
4. OBO  
   Oxford Bibliographies Online
5. EANES Bibliographies  
   Subject-specific bibliographies

OPTIONAL EXTRAS
- ProQuest, EThOS, OpenDOAR  
  Graduate theses/dissertations & conference papers
- WorldCat (international library catalogue)  
  Publications not in Oxford libraries
- Artstor, Bridgeman Education  
  Images, open access EANES literature (BE only)

SUBJECT-SPECIFIC

Refer to the EANES LibGuides and check out electronic resources relevant to your research.
ANES: https://libguides.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/Ancient-Near-Eastern-Studies
Egyptology: https://libguides.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/egyptology